
Five tips for  
getting a higher  
response rate



Engage with candidate profiles (tech stack,
recommendations, etc.) intensively

Pick up on commonalities where appropriate 
(e.g. place of study, hobbies, or former  
employers)  

Refer to past projects, blog posts or  
shared content from candidates

Don‘t push too hard - don‘t send out links or  
job ads and avoid red flag words  
such as „job offer“,  „new challenge“  
or „new job“

of developers do not 
respond to requests that 
include a misaligned 
tech stack

42,8%

Tip #1

Customize your  
contact messages
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Always A/B test your contact messages by  
changing only one variable at a time

Define a concrete testing hypotheses in advance 
(e.g. „If I address my target group with their first 
name instead of their surname, the conversion 
rate will increase. “)

Set KPIs against which you can measure per-
formance (e.g. acceptance rate or positive res-
ponse)

Don‘t give up too soon - it takes a while to get a 
valid sample size

Test different methods of contact messages 
such as text, audio or video messages
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Tip #2

A/B-Testing 
is the key



Send a first reminder after 3 - 4 days, if 
candidates have not responded to your contact 
request 

Send a second reminder after 3 - 4 
further days, which contains an off-moderation

Always express your reminders in a friendly 
way and don‘t make your candidates feel guilty - 
again: „Don‘t push“.

 
Humor sells - e.g. include appropriate GIFs in 
your reminders
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Tip #3

Remind kindly, 
but don‘t push



Contact candidates during the week between 
6 and 8 a.m. and 7 and 10 p.m. - according to 
recent studies, the response rate is highest at 
these times

Try to get in touch at the weekends as well 

Use automation tools such as expandi.io or We-
Connect to enable message scheduling 
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Tip #4

Choose the 
right time



Increase your social proof by actively seeking 
referrals from candidates who have successfully 
gone through the process with you

 
Add a call-to-action (CTA) to your profile tagline 
(e.g. „Apply now“).

Address your target audience already in the info 
section of your profile and make it easy for them 
to get additional information about the position 
(links, docs, etc.)

Use a profile picture with a smile - 
This way you are 8 times more likely to get a 
response

Tip #5

Optimize your  
LinkedIn profile
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of candidates avoid 
recruiters with incomplete 
LinkedIn profiles

50%
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